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S P D  I N T E R V I E W  W I T H

In  th is  interview,  Ajarn  Sorasich Swangsi lp  (Ajarn

Ohm) expla ins h is  recent  research,  the f i rst-of-

its-k ind focusing on how selected g lobal  words

have inf luenced development and foreign pol icy  in

Thai land.  We asked h im where h is  inspirat ion came

from,  why this  research is  important  and what

advice he would  g ive other  researchers as wel l  as

our  SPD students as they embark on research for

the f i rst  t ime.

You have studied international development at a top university in France and later
chose to study your PhD in Thailand’s foreign policy at the prestigious National
University of Singapore. How did these experiences in Europe and Asia shape your
thinking in terms of your research?

Well, it was quite difficult to set up the research topic at the beginning. I thought of

the issues related to my interests in international development, international politics and foreign

policy, specifically in relation to Thailand. I linked them up and chose the case study of development

in Thailand during the 1950s because development today has its origins in this period. I also found out

that language played a crucial role in this issue and that no one had studied this case through a

politico-linguistic lens before.

It must be a challenge to condense a long period of study into a few sentences, but please
tell us in a nutshell what your research was about.

My research examines development in Thailand in relation with Thailand foreign policy formation and

practices in the 1950s through the investigation of linguistic localization of the globally used words of

‘development’ and ‘communism’. I chose development in the Northeast of Thailand as a case study.
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พัฒนาการ

เจรญิ

Why do you focus on the Northeast of Thailand for this
research?

Since the beginning of the 1950s, you see that most

development assistance both from the United States

and Thai government was allocated to this region. The

Northeast, or Isaan, was the first region experiencing a

great increase in new development assistance

programs compared to other areas. One hundred

major development projects, including transport

networks, irrigation, agriculture, livestock, education,

public health, and power, were, for example,

implemented in the Northeast from 1951 to 1983, while

only 29 major projects were carried out in the rest of

the country, excluding Bangkok. My curiosity was

piqued as to why most aid was directed towards this

region.

In your research, you focus on the words ‘development’ and
‘communism’ and describe how localization played a
significant role in shaping the foreign meaning into the Thai
socio-political context. Could you tell us a little bit more
about that?

Linguistic localization, such as coinage, the invention of a new

word or phrase, is a crucial process that has served to

transfer, transform or restrict foreign ideas within Thai society.

In the case of the American idea of development, after the

Second World War, the US became a centre of the new world

order and attempted to shape global direction in order to

protect American interests abroad. The American capitalist

economy was established as a new world order and anti-

communism as a policy to protect the system. Once the

American idea of development spread into Thailand, it was

adopted with ease by political elites who would gain

economic benefit from this discourse. It therefore became

necessary at this time to adopt Thai words to transfer these

new foreign ideas. ‘Phatthanakan’ (พฒันาการ) was selected

to represent American material development, a word

signifying progress which was already in existence but rarely

used in everyday life, while the other existing Thai words of

‘vatthana’ (วฒันา), ‘charoen’ (เจรญิ), and ‘siwilai’ (ศิวไิล), which

have a similar meaning of progress, growth, improvement,

and advancement, possess some characteristics that do not

quite match the foreign idea of development. 
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Meanwhile, ‘communism’, possibly to keep it

‘alien’, was manipulated for political reasons.

Phibunsongkhram, the Prime Minister at the

time, re-defined communism as a threat from

outsiders or non-Thais, and deliberately

exaggerated the fear of communism. He

declared that internal communist activities had

greatly increased, whereas, in reality, he did

not perceive any real threat from Chinese and

Indochinese communists, nor from Thai

sympathizers to communism. His manipulation

of the word communism was intended to gain

financial and technical support from the US,

which, in turn, would serve to stabilize his

government.

So from your study, you conclude that
‘development’ and the fight against
‘communism’, and these key words used to
influence Thai people, as well as the major
world powers, became inseparable entities
in a way?

Yes, exactly. Since 1950, both words and

concepts, ‘phatthanakan’ and 'communism'

interacted within the new international and Thai

political contexts. Poverty played a crucial role in

connecting both foreign terms. Poverty was a

threat to American national interests in Thailand

and the world as it encouraged communism to

take root and obstructed the idea of

development.

Both terms interacted intensively, in Isaan, and

competed to create their own positive identities

and built negative images for the opposition to

attract people to their side. Liberal and

communist camps competed over the words

‘development’ and ‘progress’ to further identify

themselves with the characteristics of ‘growth’

and ‘advancement’.  Each term also helped to

shape the other. Anti-communism led to the

integration of a security element into

development while development brought about

a new interpretation of communism.

The Western concept of development became a

political mechanism that greatly influenced the

thinking, values, and behaviours of Thai elites and

the public. The former saw the new concept as

responding well to their political needs; it provided

both financial and security support for the stability

of the government and re-defined ‘communism’ as

a threat to the nation. Consequently,

‘phatthanakan’ appeared to be a vital element of

Thailand’s identity and ‘communism’ was turned

into the opposing force.

These fascinating cross-interactions of ideologies

and identities shifted Thai foreign and domestic

policies as well as administrative structures to

accommodate the expansion of both concepts.

This resulted in the strategic disbursement of most

security-oriented development assistance to

support anti-communist policies in Northeastern

Thailand since 1951.

In what ways is this research relevant to the
modern day?

The meaning of a word holds huge political

significance in terms of forming relationships

among stakeholders and in shaping their

behaviour. Those who monopolize the creation of

meaning are able to assert their own set of values,

knowledge, or norms, and are even able to

construct a new social order that benefits their

own interest. You can see that democracy, which

originates from, and is defined by the West, is a

foundation of Western society and many parts of

the world. However, in some places, such as

China, Laos, Libya, Qatar, and Vietnam, the

Western democratic ideal is restricted for national

security reasons. We can see that in all countries

and contexts, words are localised and used to

gain political monopoly and to influence

populations as well as foreign policy and

international relations. 
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The same is true of Thailand today, so this

research and the evidence it unearths, helps to

cast a light on how these patterns of linguistic

adaptation and power continue to dominate

history as well as the present.

What did you find most challenging and most
satisfying about your research?

Well, the most challenging part was how to

synthesize the large number of collected data,

intertwine them and write it all out in a

reasonable and systematic way. When you

finish the research, there is a real sense of

relief and achievement and that’s a great

personal reward.

Do you have any plans for further research?

Yes. I will also examine the current

development trend, sustainable development,

through the linguistic lens. Just like with this

research, my future work will involve the

interconnectedness between international

forces and the domestic socio-political

context.

And finally, what would be your advice to our
SPD students who will be expected to
develop research skills during their studies?

First of all, you have to read a lot to gather

your ideas about your topic of interest and to

identify the gaps in research which exist for

that topic. Try to discuss your idea with as

many academics and experts in the field as

possible and attend relevant conferences to

concretize your topic. Consult your supervisor

regularly to stay on the right track. And last but

not least, be patient and disciplined. For me,

these are the fundamental conditions to

develop your skills, enrich your research and

finish it on time.

Thank you very much, Aj Ohm!

University of California - SPD
Internship for exchange

students

In the fall of 2018, SPD started running a new

course called SPD 339. The course is a part-time

internship course specifically designed for

exchange students. An idea initiated by the

University of California (UC), SPD 339 has been

fundamental in giving exchange students at TU

an opportunity to earn academic credits as well

as gain invaluable experiences from working

abroad. 

 

Since the launch of the course, SPD has been

able to offer over 30 exchange students

internship placements at various international

organisations, NGOs, companies and social

enterprises in Thailand. Thanks to the existing

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between

the University of California and Thammasat

University as well as the ground-breaking work

done by Dr. Thanet Makjamroen (UC Liaison

Officer at TU), the internship course has

gradually grown in popularity amongst UC

students. 

 

More importantly, the course has since been

opened to all exchange students at TU - apart

from UC, exchange students from Nanzan

University (Japan), Lund University (Sweden) and

Tilburg University (Netherlands) have taken part

in SPD 339. 

 

If you are an exchange student at TU and are

interested in taking SPD 339, contact the SPD

office in person or via email to learn more about

the requirements and application process. 


